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Abstract
In EU and the US, competition law regulates the practices of large firms so as to protect consumer welfare and
economic efficiency. In Asia, many countries such as China and Vietnam are shifting to market economy; small
firms expand and grow to become large scale corporations. Competition law is gaining importance in these
countries. This paper firstly provides an overview on the role of the competition law in protecting consumer
efficiency and consumer welfare. Afterwards, content analysis on the previous journal articles about Asia’s
countries competition law, such as China, Vietnam, South Korea, Japan, India will be conducted. Lastly, a case
study on supermarket in Hong Kong shows the role of competition law.
Keywords: competition law, antitrust law, consumer welfare, economic efficiency, content analysis, case study,
Asia, Hong Kong
1. Introduction
Over the past few years, economic development and the gradual shift from government planned economy in
many places lead to a chorus of voices has called for action in the arena of competition policy (Aydin, 2012;
Tarullo, 2000). Competition law (also known as antitrust law in the US) is often used to protect the competition
process in the market by installing a legal framework to regulate the practices of undertakings (Parakkal, 2011;
Isac & Elena, 2010; Simpson, 2010) and provides a good environment for business entities (Jashari & Memeti
2012). It has become increasingly popular in various economies to embrace the market mechanism (Wu, 2012).
Scholarly speaking, by facilitating competition, competition law is designed to achieve efficient allocation of
resources; enhances consumer welfare by lowering product price, quality and services (Roberts, 1996); and
provides innovation incentive (Iacobucci et al., 2006; Hooper & Price, 2010).
2. An Overview on the Roles of Competition Law in EU and the US
Generally speaking, economists regard the promotion and protection of competition process as the most
important direction in the understanding of competition law. Roberts asserted that competition is the best means
to allocate resources and in turn provide consumers with more alternatives (Roberts, 1996). Gal (2004)
concluded that the major goal is to limit the abuses of monopoly power by dominant firms. Jens and Stephan
pointed out that such law is implemented against the limitation of competition or unfair competition and set the
level of playing field for the market system. It is drafted to protect the smaller firms from the power of the larger
enterprises (Calvani, 1981; Lapachi & Ketevan, 2002). In Intel case law, it was found that political
considerations played more important role than economic reasoning behind the EU antitrust decision (Mazzone
& Mingardi, 2011). Tackling of monopolistic pricing is also a main concern (Wu, 2012). All in all, as Kirkwood
et. al. (2008) commented, promotion of consumer welfare is not the first priority in implementation of
competition law.
2.1 Competition Law’s Role in Efficient Allocation of Resources and Consumer Welfare
Nevertheless, Baarsma (2011) and Kerber (2007) held opposite view. Competition law is aimed at promoting
consumer welfare. The relationship between efficient allocation of resources and competition is generalized by
the theory of welfare economics. Under perfect competition, Pareto-efficiency of allocation will be fulfilled
without the presence of state intervention (Kerber, 2007). This is achieved ay the equilibrium prices, say P*,
where the market demand and supply curves intersect. Consumer surplus is the difference between the price that
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a consumer is willing to pay at each unit (indicated as along demand curve PC) and the price that he actually
pays, i.e. P*. Accordingly the total consumer surplus for quantity transacted at Q* (equilibrium quantity) as
represented by triangle AP*C
. Nonetheless, efficient allocation of resources shall be the summation of
consumer and producer surplus in perspective of economics; where producer surplus refers to the difference
between the price paid by the consumer (P*) and the minimum sum of money received by the producer such that
he is willing to produce (indicated as along supply curve EC), graphically presented as area P*EC
.

Figure 1. Perfect competition
Besides, as concluded by Brodley, consumer welfare shall be referred to as the “direct and immediate welfare of
the consumers of a distinct product” (Brodley, 1987). The end result of implementing competition law is to
enhance the economic efficiency where consumer shall obtain an appropriate share of such welfare, i.e.
consumer welfare. In the language of economics, consumer welfare is thus defined as consumer surplus (Brodley,
1987). In other words,
1).consumer welfare = consumer surplus;
2).efficient allocation of resources = consumer surplus + producer surplus
Accordingly, consumer surplus is not the same as efficient allocation, but is part of it.
2.2 How Does Competition Law Help Achieve More Efficient Allocation of Resources & Consumer Welfare?
In absence of competition law, small stand-alone stores will be replaced by vertical marketing systems which are
professionally managed and centrally programmed networks, designed to achieve managerial, promotional,
technological economies through the synchronization, integration and co-ordination and the marketing flows
from production to ultimate use (Baily & Gordon, 1993). The continuous expansion may ultimately end up with
one single large monopoly firm. The successful rival, however, produces up to the quantity where marginal
revenue that it could earn for that unit is the same as marginal cost of production, i.e. Qm. At that quantity, the
price is raised to Pm and quantity transacted is lowered to Qm. At that point, the consumer surplus and producer
surplus are reduced to APmB and EPmBD respectively. As compared to perfect competition where efficient
solution is obtained at the intersection of the demand and supply curve, a deadweight loss as indicated by BCD is
resulted (Brue et al., 2010).
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Figure 2. Monopoly
Table 1. Comparison between perfect competition & monopoly (Brue et. al. 2010)
Perfect competition

Monopoly

Price

P*

Pm

Quantity

Q*

Qm

Marginal revenue

It is equal to demand schedule

Marginal revenue curve falls below
the demand curve if the sellers
want to sell one more units, they do
not only need to lower the price of
one unit but all the previous units

Most efficient point

Marginal revenue = marginal costs

Consumer surplus

ACP

ApmB

Producer surplus

P*CE

EPmBD

Deadweight lose

No

BCD

Asserted by the scholars, one of the aims of implementing competition law is to prevent the expansion of
company which eventually ends up with one single monopoly where total surplus of a society reduces (Parakkal,
2011). Pursuant thereto, competition law could be said as a legal tool which “guide” the market structure move
to the perfect competition situation (Figure 1) and move away from the monopoly market structure (Figure 2).
Accordingly, consumer welfare could be enlarged with the help of competition law (Leslie, 2009) and allocation
of resources is more efficient (Figure 1 and Table 2).
3. Research Method
There are two major qualitative research methods in this research. The first one is content analysis on the journal
articles which studies the reasons on the rationale of the provision of the competition law and the second part is a
case study on Hong Kong’s supermarket.
As mentioned in Chang et. al. (2013), content analysis is used to investigate and describe the data by extracting
and evaluating the occurrences of the latent content of a body of textual material in a systematic way. An
appropriate content classification scheme is an important step. Similar to any other qualitative research method,
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content analysis has its weaknesses and strengths. To successfully develop content analysis, classification and
measurement of data must be undertaken with objectivity, rigor and exactness which requires a large degree of
personal judgment and requires an in-depth knowledge on the subject matter. After that, a case study on Hong
Kong Supermarket (Welcome, Park’n Shop and 759) case study enables us to obtain in-depth information from
detailed descriptions of events and observed behaviors (Li, 2013b) on the rational of competition law.
4. The Role of Competition Law in Asia: A Literature Review
Similar to many other places around the globe, competition law is designed to protect economic efficiency
(Owen et al., 2008; Poapongsakorn, 2002; Huang et al., 2010) and consumer welfare (Owen et al., 2008;
Poapongsakorn, 2002); prohibit or prevent the existence of monopolistic behaviour/mergers (Harris, 2006; Sun,
2011); promotes competition (Luu, 2012; Patel, 2011; Porter & Sakakibara, 2004; Sun, 2011; Yun & Hong, 2005)
and unscrupulous business practices (Ho & Chan, 2003; Clarke, 2011). In Korea, Shin (2002) suggested that the
existence of the competition law in Korea is to prevent the special form of conglomerates. Similar line of
reasoning can also be found in Japan (Suzuki, 2002). As many of the countries in Asia are developing countries,
apart from the abovementioned reasons which are very common in EU or the US, the implementation of
competition laws in Asia countries are also considered as a tool which can stimulate economic growth, example
India (Patel, 2011); international integration in Vietnam (Doan & Stevens, 2012) and promote fairness in Asia
(Liu, 2012), China (Huang, et. al. 2010) and Indonesia (Pangestu et al., 2002) and solve some of the problems
which are common in developing countries such as the problem of the lack of effective institutions and
regulations in Indonesia (Pangestu et al., 2002) and monetary problems in Israeli (Gal, 2004).
Table 2. Major purpose of implementing competition laws (author’s research)
Author
Luu (2012)
Liu (2012)
Clarke (2011)

Country
ASEAN
Asia
Central
Asia*

Harris,
(2006)

H.

S. China

Huang,
(2010)

et.

al. China

Owen,
(2008)

et.

al. China

Sun (2011)

China

Sun (2011)

China

Ho & Chan Hong
(2003)
Kong
Patel (2011)
India

The major purpose of implementation of competition law
Competition law nurtures the competitive environment in an economy.
It aims at ensuring fairness.
Competition laws prevent firms in the same industry from forming cartels or
colluding, prevent dominant firms from exercising market power; mandatorily
require firms to notify the competition agency about mergers and allow the officials
to investigate and prohibit mergers.
This law aims to prohibit monopolistic behaviour, protect and promote market
competition, ensure the healthy development of the socialist market economy,
safeguard the legitimate rights, consumers and public interests.
It promotes the healthy development of China's socialist market economy, enhances
economic efficiency, prevents and restrains monopolistic conduct, protects fair
competition in the market, safeguard consumers’ and the public’s interests.
Antitrust law seeks to protect customers and businesses, prevent the wealth transfers
due to the creation and exercise of undue market power. Making sure that goods are
made by the firm that can produce them at lowest cost, and that goods flow to those
consumers who value the goods the most, it promotes economic efficiency. Finally, it
seeks to promote private competitive markets as alternatives to regulated monopolies
or state-owned enterprises.
Anti-monopoly law aims to protect market competition, i.e. rival’s competitive rights
as well as consumers’ interests.
It promotes the transformation and development of economic system, challenges the
existing monopolies of domestic companies and promotes market competition.
It gives consumers’ the right to full redress against unscrupulous business practices.

Competition law promotes competition, economic growth and innovation. It
prevents certain behaviors which may restrict competition. It also promotes
consumer welfare by maintaining the qualities of the goods in the market and new
products to the market. It also aims at preventing unfair trade practices, curbing the
abuse of monopoly power in the market.
Pangestu, et. al. Indonesia It protects consumers and ensure fair competition, solves the problem of the lack of
(2002)
effective institutions and regulations, ensures market mechanisms worked for
efficiency outcomes.
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Author
Gal (2004)

Country The major purpose of implementation of competition law
Israeli
The Israeli competition act tries to create an economic infrastructure to serve the
small and developing economy while combats monetary problems.
Porter
& Japan
The goal of the law is to break up the “zaibatsu”, which are obstacles to competition
Sakakibara, 2004
and democratization in Japan.
Suzuki (2002)
Japan
The purpose of the Anti-Monopoly Act is to prevent the emergence of large-scale
conglomerates.
Shin (2002)
Korea
Competition law includes direct controls on chaebols (a special form of business
conglomerates in South Korea). Nevertheless, it was found to be ineffective in
resolving chaebol-related problems because of the insufficient attention having been
paid to the problems of market power.
Yun & Hong Korea
It prohibits mergers achieved through coercion or any other unfair methods,
(2005)
restricting competition in a trade. It also enhances efficiency which results from a
merger in terms of research and development, production, sales.
Poapongsakorn Thailand It aims to enhance the competitive process by improving the enforcement
(2002)
mechanism. It also protects consumer with administrative measures and prevents
rapid growth in the prices of services and goods, competition and competitive
process. It also promotes economic efficiency, maximizes social welfare, promotes
the competitive process and prevents monopolistic behaviors which include price
fixing and bid rigging.
Doan & Stevens Vietnam The introduction of various laws which include Competition Law in 2005, increase
(2012)
international integration and stimulate competition. The improvement in competition
also leads to a massive growth in number of firms.
*The study also includes Europe.
5. The Role of Competition Law in Hong Kong: A Review on Supermarkets
In Hong Kong, there are two large scale supermarkets: Welcome (278 shops) and Park’n Shop (there are 263
shops altogether with 8 different branch names: 163 Park’n Store, 10 Taste, 7 Fusion, 1 Gourmet, 1 Great, 47
Superstore, 4 Express, 24 International, 6 Park’n Shop Frozen Food Store). In 2011, the Swire Company in Hong
Kong forced the 759 Snack Shop to set a higher price for Coca Cola. Although the 759 Shop followed, Swire
finally stopped selling all the Coca Cola to 759 snack shop. Without the supply from Swire, 759 Snack Shop
could not sell any Coca Cola to their customers. There was rumor that the two chained store, Welcome and
Park’n gave much pressure to the Coca Cola supplier, Swire (Apple Daily, 2011). This also led to a hot topic in
Hong Kong on the issue; politicians and the lawmakers urged the government to quicken the process of
implementing competition law. In fact, prior to 759, many Hong Kong people have already noticed that the
number of traditional grocery stores decreases substantially. As small scale sellers buy relatively small quantity
of goods, suppliers cannot offer a favorable low bulk purchase wholesale price for the goods. Sometimes, large
scale Park’n and Welcome sell some goods even at a lower price than the grocery sellers’ suppliers’ wholesale
price. In view of the slim profit, many of these small shops close.
The Chinese culture emphasizes the protection of the poorer. A Chinese proverb even says, “Rob the unethical
rich to relieve the poor.” (Jie-fu-ji-pin) Taking the case of supermarket as an example, the reason why the
“coca-cola incident” arose the public concern could be explained in the sense that the public are dissatisfied by
the supermarket duopoly’s misuse of their market power. Meanwhile, the lawmakers in Hong Kong
fundamentally are nurtured with the traditional idea to protect the poor, i.e. citizens and the small enterprises.
Besides, as they are elected by the public, they must not deviate from the general public’s view points. We can
conclude that competition law in lawmakers’ eyes is first to protect the consumer welfare and second to the
small scale-entrepreneurship. One can conclude that efficient allocation is not the focal point of the legislation.
6. Conclusion
Competition law is delegated to protect the competition process and curb the emergence of monopoly created by
misuse of market power of big undertakings. Economists mainly lean on the suggestion of promoting efficiency.
Nonetheless, lawmakers -- the most influential group in promoting legal implementation -- would treat
competition regulations as a tool to mainly protect the consumer welfare. Suffice to conclude that the lawmakers’
view determines the primary goal of competition law.
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